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“SECRET ONLINE ARBITRAGE PROFITS” 

AUTOMATED ONLINE 
ARBITRAGE: Selling 

Branded Products Bought 
Online From Everyday 
Stores At Up To 90% 

Discounts…  
Then Flipping The Products 
On Amazon For A Profit… 
Whilst NEVER Touching A 

Single Piece Of Stock! 
No mountains of boxes. No warehouses. No 

employees. No ‘wholesale accounts’. No shipping. 
No picking. No packing. No prepping. Works in the 

USA, UK & Europe. No experience needed.


ALMOST 100% AUTOMATED! 

Sound TOO good to be true? Read on…
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Disclaimer: The free and paid for content provided by Webley Ventures International Limited, Matt 
Webley or on SecretWealthProject.com and associated websites, social networks and 
communications is for information and education only. We are NOT suggesting that you can “get 
rich quick” from this information or that you will make any money at all. We make no earnings 
claims whatsoever, whether expressed or implied. Your own success levels vary based on many 
different factors most of which are beyond our control. We cannot and do not guarantee any 
earnings. We are not tax or legal advisors and you should satisfy yourself that you are operating 
legally at all times. Any figures that we suggest of potential earnings are just to express our opinion 
of what could possibly be achieved under exceptional circumstances. Most people will not make 
any money online. It requires hard work, effort, skill and capital to succeed in this or any other 
online business. We may be compensated for you using some of the links on our pages or for us 
referring you to certain products or services. If you do not wish us to earn a referral commission, 
simply go directly to the merchant and/or clear the merchants cookie before you purchase. We do 
not express or imply accuracy of any information. We are not responsible for the use, misuse or 
abuse of this information. You use this information at your own risk. 

THIS IS NOT A GET RICH QUICK SCHEME! 

IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A GET RICH QUICK SCHEME, GO LOOK ELSEWHERE! 
(SPOILER: GET RICH QUICK DOES NOT EXIST!)

…BUT, you CAN build a significant business in your SPARE TIME following some proven 
principles that ACTUALLY work and create a passive, cash flowing income, like thousands of 

people I have taught this business model to before you!

Let me show you how right now…

 
Copyright © Webley Ventures International Limited
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REVEALED: The Secrets Of An 
Automated Online Arbitrage 

Income… 
Hi, I’m Matt.


Hope you are doing alright! :)


Let me share a short story with you, that may seem a 
little unbelievable at first… 


But I assure you, it’s VERY real.


…And then, I will show you how to create your OWN 
passive online income using Amazon - step-by-
simple step.


You’re about to embark on an 
amazing journey… 

So, if you don’t know me already… Here’s a little 
background.


I’ve been earning my full-time income - ONLINE - for 
almost 2 decades now! 


It wasn’t always that way though…
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I started off as a broke street kid with no-money! 


Everybody thought I was a loser. 

My girlfriend did.


My teachers did.


Later on my workmates did.


EVERYBODY DID!


And other than a DREAM to one 
day become a MILLIONAIRE…  

I had NOTHING. 
I was extremely ‘normal’. Nothing really SPECIAL 
about me, other than having DESIRE for more…


After screwing up my education and having to spend 
YEARS putting it right, I hustled my way into college 
to do a business course!


But I wanted to be a business owner NOT an 
employee and they was teaching me how to WORK 
FOR OTHERS!
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Whilst I was at college I setup a small online business 
in my spare time…


…and I got it up to a few 
hundred dollars PROFIT per 

week pretty quickly… All 100% 
AUTOMATED!  

I didn’t have to ‘work’ for it, or trade my time for 
money.


I was amazed! 


I was making more money online in my spare time 
doing NOTHING…than most people I knew were 
making in their jobs working 40+ hours per week!


Making HUNDREDS of dollars a day IN MY 
SLEEP… 

I hated college and the more they were training me to 
be a great MANAGER (aka employee) the more I felt it 
wasn’t for me… And I had my internet income… 


So I dropped out of college to pursue my dreams 
of making my OWN destiny! 
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It was scary at the time. Yeah, I was making some 
money. But I had nothing to fall back on.


It was just little me and my little internet income.


But I stuck with it, learning stuff… Experimenting with 
new ideas… Trying stuff… Testing stuff…


And I kept building my business.


Eventually I found the SECRETS to online success & 
making money and a few short years later…


I became an INTERNET 
MILLIONAIRE. 

I started where you are now.


With a DESIRE for more…


More freedom. More money. More from LIFE. 

Did you ever sense there must be MORE to life…But 
never quite figured out what that was?


Me too.


Because I believe there IS more for you. 
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You DESERVE more!


The good life was never meant 
to be reserved for others but not 

for you… YOU can have it! 
If you are following the right path…


Welcome to the Secret Wealth Project.


Did any of this resonate with you? 


If so… You’re in the right place. I’m so happy you 
found us.


Because I want to help you get started on the same 
journey I have taken (and continue to take)!


It all starts with the DESIRE to change your life… And 
choosing a PLAN to follow to get to that desired 
change.


Online Arbitrage is one of the easiest online 
business models I’ve EVER known of to get 
started in…  

It’s just BUYING and SELLING… Without any of the 
hard ‘work’ associated with buying and selling! 
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(SPOILER ALERT: Almost 
everything is done FOR you!) 

We simply have ‘sourcing software’, or we use 
'sourcing services’ that scour the internet 
searching for profitable DEALS for you in normal 
stores like Walmart, Target or BestBuy in the U.S.… 
Or Asda, Tesco or Argos in the UK… 


When they find something that is selling on Amazon 
for about TWICE the price (or more) that it is selling 
for online then you are notified of the deal!


THEN… You check it out using some amazing DEAL 
ANALYSIS software… and if you are happy with it, 
you buy some.. 


Then you send them into Amazon. Amazon sells and 
ships the products for you and then BAM! 


You make money! 
Now you just RINSE AND REPEAT…


Imagine what would happen if you started with $500 
US for stock (or £500 UK) and you were able to 
double it… 
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$500 turns into $1,000


$1,000 turns into $2,000


$2,000 turns into $4,000


$4,000 turns into $8,000


$8,000 turns into $16,000


$16,000 turns into $32,000


$32,000 turns into $64,000


…And imagine you were able to 
double your money almost  

every MONTH? 
And IMAGINE if it was all done FOR you… 


When would YOU stop trying to double your money?


EARNINGS DISCLAIMER: This figures are illustrative 
ONLY. I can not promise you ANY earnings 
whatsoever - not even one cent! 


To make money online, you have to DO stuff and put 
‘systems’ in place.
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If you are willing to LEARN and IMPLEMENT certain 
OA concepts vital to your success then please 
continue…


If you could make an EXTRA $100, $1,000 or 
$10,000+ per month in your spare time online…  

What would YOU do with the 
money?  

Go on VACATION to the Maldives? 


Buy that CAR you always wanted? Maybe a BMW, or 
a Mercedes? Or maybe your tastes are more exotic 
and you’d like the Ferrari :) 


Buy those nice new ‘in-style’ CLOTHES? 


Or maybe you’d just reinvest EVERYTHING and 
keep ALL your money IN stock and keep doubling it?


The key to remember is, if you keep doing what 
you’ve always done, you’ll keep getting what you’ve 
always gotten!
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If you want CHANGE in your life, you must 
CREATE that change…  

If your life is not how you thought it would be right 
now, then YOU HAVE THE POWER TO CHANGE IT! 

Let me show you EXACTLY how Online Arbitrage 
works and…  

How YOU can set up your own 
passive income stream TODAY!  

So, it’s SUPER EASY… And breaks down into just 3 
steps as follows:


Step 1: Sourcing 


Step 2: Analysis


Step 3: Prepping & Sending to Amazon


But luckily for you, I’ve spent the last couple of years 
or so figuring out how to AUTOMATE & DELEGATE 
as much of this as possible… 


…so you have to do as LITTLE work as possible, 
for MAXIMUM profit! 
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…and this system is extremely beginner friendly and 
works almost ANYWHERE in the world (USA, UK, 
Europe and other places)!


So, here’s my ‘Secret’ 3-Step 
Online Arbitrage System… 

Using my system… The deals are found FOR you, 
they are prepped FOR YOU, they are stored, picked, 
packed, shipped and SOLD FOR YOU… on 
Amazon…


It’s AMAZING!


Let’s break down the 3-steps now…


STEP ONE : SOURCING  
(or finding profitable deals at a 
discount in normal retail stores 

online)  

There are 3 main ways to source OA deals.


1. Manual Sourcing (Copy & Paste - the WORST!) 
This is where you copy and paste titles from the 
retailer into Amazon. It’s time consuming and 
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monotonous. AWFUL work. HATE it. If you can 
manage 10 minutes of it, you did well! - AVOID 
AT ALL COSTS! 

2. Software Sourcing (semi-automated) 
Much faster than manual sourcing. The only 
major downside is ‘mismatches’ where the 
software is unable to recognize the correct 
product - and having to set up and wait hours for 
the scans to finish! But this isn’t as bad as it 
sounds and is way better than manual sourcing. - 
MORE ON SOFTWARE SHORTLY! 

3. Sourcing Service (fully automated/delegated) 
Done for you service. They typically use highly 
trained VA’s that manually source plus use 
custom software to find deals. Hit and miss. 
MOST services are BAD, but there are a handful 
of GEMS worth their weight in gold. - STAY 
AWAY FROM MOST, SOME ARE GREAT, MORE 
ON THIS SHORTLY! 

Here’s the thing…


You NEED ‘stock’ to sell but not 
just ANY stock… 

 You need MARGIN or PROFIT, 
in those products! 
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You need good 
arbitrage DEALS! 

Here’s how a great deal 
looks…


EXAMPLE:


Walmart (US) or Asda (UK) 
buy 20,000 of ONE item of 
stock ready for summer… 


Let’s say a ‘Fish Bubble Blower’ that blows bubbles for 
kids. 


Because they buy 20,000 units of that one product they get 
an AMAZING price from the manufacturer.


Then over the next couple of months, they sell 18,000 units 
of stock. 


They are happy, they made great profits, but they still have 
2,000 units left!


They worry there won’t be enough time to sell ALL of them 
before summer ends and nobody wants them anymore.


So, way before summer ends maybe even in July whilst the 
sun is still shining and the kids are still playing, they offer 
them in a SALE for 50% off!
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This is a HUGE opportunity  
for you! 

In July there may likely still be HUGE demand for these toys 
and summer is still in full swing, but they don’t want to be 
left with ANY, so they discount them nice and early knowing 
that they will ALL sell!


…and then they can put their capital into a NEW toy that 
will sell well at Christmas.

This doesn’t happen just with FISH BUBBLE BLOWERS or 
just in Summer, this happens with THOUSANDS of 
products in many different categories ALL YEAR ROUND!


So, sensing opportunity on the fish blowers, we buy maybe 
10 or 20 units of their stock and send them into Amazon. 


The demand is still HUGE and Amazon’s customer base is 
VAST so we sell them all within a couple of weeks… and 
people ON AMAZON are still paying TWICE the price as 
they are OFF Amazon.


Hence the word - ONLINE ARBITRAGE.


Buying LOW. Selling HIGH. 
So we bought it for $10 then we sold it for $20…


After Amazon take their fees, maybe we have a $5 profit!
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That’s a 50% return on investment! 


And Amazon did all the HARD work of selling & shipping 
the product! 


We didn’t even have to set up a ‘listing’, we just tell Amazon 
we have 20 of that item for sale, send them all to Amazon in 
one big box and they take care of the rest! EASY!


Now, you may ask, 


“But Matt, isn’t Amazon 
ALWAYS the cheapest?!” 

Nope, NOT AT ALL! 

Now, don’t get me wrong, with branded items like these, 
more often than not, Amazon ARE the cheapest.


But hundreds if not thousands of products EVERY SINGLE 
day are sold on Amazon for DOUBLE or sometimes even 
TRIPLE the amount ON Amazon as you can buy them for 
OFF Amazon.


Finding these deals is NOT easy if you were to just have a 
search right now… 


But, with sourcing services and software they do it FOR 
you, which makes sourcing… 
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SUPER simple, super FAST, and 
super PROFITABLE! 

Like taking CANDY FROM A BABY!


Tonnes of people don’t even realize that when they buy 
from Amazon, often times, they are buying from a third 
party seller, just like you - even though, the products come 
in Amazon boxes… FROM Amazon!


This business model allows you to leverage Amazon’s 
traffic and make sales of your own without setting up 
wholesale accounts, finding manufacturers and without 
HIGH setup costs… 


In fact, you can buy as few as ONE or TWO items and send 
them in if you like!


You can get started for VERY 
little initial money. 

And, once you start selling for a profit… You’ll be able to 
use the extra money to buy more and more stock, growing 
your business to whole new levels! 


HOT TIP: Remember, don’t disregard a product because 
you wouldn’t buy it yourself. You wouldn’t believe the weird 
and wonderful things people buy. Sometimes you may not 
even know what a product even IS or DOES… but it’ll sell 
like hotcakes! 
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You just need to know how to analyze a product and how 
well it will sell… but you do not need prior BUYING or 
SELLING experience!


Don’t have much money but 
want to get started? 

This low cost business model is EASY to get into regardless 
of your startup capital. 


And if this applies to you, then you just need to use the 
copy and paste method of sourcing!


Here’s how to get started if you 
have LESS than $700 (£500) for 

stock. 
Firstly, I should say… I know people who started with LESS 
than $300 (less than £250 UK) and made it WORK… 


And have grown their capital MANY times over!


So just because you don’t have much capital YET, isn’t a 
good reason to QUIT before you get started… It CAN be 
done with very limited funds.


But, you have to be SMART and use blood, sweat and tears 
‘capital’.
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Here’s how you do MANUAL 
sourcing  

(copy and paste method)… 
You open up a store’s webpage online like Walmart or 
Asda. 


Copy each product title and paste it into Amazon’s search 
bar!


You make sure it’s a matching product and compare 
prices. 


If the product is around half the price in the store as it is on 
Amazon, you’ll want to do some further analysis to make 
sure it IS a good deal.


Don’t worry, I’ll go into that next.


The upside of manual sourcing, 
or ‘copy and paste’ is that it’s 

FREE to get started with! 
BUT… It’s SLOW, takes ages and is BORING!
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Here’s how to get started if you 
have MORE than $700 (£500) for 
stock OR you HATE the idea of 

manual sourcing… 
Ok, so you have some money for stock and can afford to 
get a little help!


Time to AUTOMATE some of the sourcing process so you 
can get the BEST selling deals, with the best ROI’s as 
quickly as possible!


My recommended sourcing software lets you search a 
whole store with the click of a button and schedule those 
‘scans’ overnight…


So you wake up and you have DEALS waiting for 
you to analyze and buy!  

The two BEST pieces of software for sourcing right now 
are:


Tactical Arbitrage   

Tactical Arbitrage (TA) is 
awesome for USA or 
UK & Europe sourcing. 
TA is owned and run by 
Alex Moss, a veteran in 
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the game with his ever evolving weapons grade sourcing 
software. It can feel difficult to get to grips with but once 
you do, TA is AMAZINGLY powerful and is the software 
many of the PRO’s use. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED! 

Click this link and use coupon code SWPVIP for a 10-day 
extended free trial (normal trial is 7 days).


Source Mogul  

Source Mogul comes 
out of the UK (but is 
for the USA too!) and 
is run by the lovely Ed Brookes. Source Mogul is VERY easy 
to use software but also packs a mighty punch! Use this 
link for an extended 10-day free trial (rather than 7 day if 
you go directly)  


Some of the links in this BLUEPRINT are affiliate links, if 
you use them I may receive a small commission typically 
around 20-30% but this comes out of their profits NOT your 
pocket! I ONLY recommend products that I would 
recommend anyway and NEVER for a commission. If you’d 
rather me NOT get the commission, simply go direct to 
them and take their non-extended 7-day trials. 


I’m genuinely ok with that, I just want you to get started 
changing your life! :)


Both pieces of software are GREAT and highly 
recommended 
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…but no single solution is perfect!


The main downside is that they DO still require you to ‘do 
stuff’…


…and you will likely get many ‘mismatches’. 


These are where the software does not identify the correct 
product meaning you have to manually check the products 
yourself.


This is UNAVOIDABLE and not a ‘problem’ with the 
software, it’s just a limitation of ALL software solutions.


Don’t have the time or patience to use sourcing 
software OR…  

…Want to AUTOMATE your 
sourcing? 

Well, how does having all the deals found FOR you sound? 


With sourcing services you can have just that!


BookableVA is a 
sourcing service run 
by the lovely Karen 
Hutson.
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Karen has an army of highly 
trained virtual assistants  

…(VA’s) around the world (mostly in the Philippines) that 
work night and day scouring the internet looking for the 
best deals for you. 


Then, she has other VA’s that CHECK the deals for 
mismatches, and make sure they are within a certain criteria 
(good sellers, good profits, GOOD deals!)


Karen is HIGHLY respected in the game as a VERY trusted 
and knowledgeable source of expertise on all things 
Amazon. And it goes without saying…


Bookable VA is HIGHLY RECOMMEND for somebody 
who doesn’t have the time or inclination to spend hours 
sourcing products and just wants HIGH quality good deals 
delivered to them every single day.


You can use coupon code SWP67 on the UK sheets or 
SWP99 on the US sheets for a HUGE SWP only discount!


Each day you’ll be given a number of ARBITRAGE deals -  
anywhere from around 8, up to 12 on one sheet (power tip: 
get multiple sheets if you have the capital to buy the deals)!


Simply go through your list, and select the deals you want 
to purchase. It couldn’t be any easier! 
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So, now you have a steady flow of high-quality OA ‘deals’… 
You need to make sure that you do your due diligence on 
every single one of them BEFORE you buy!


Here’s how to do that:


STEP TWO: 
ANALYSIS 

 


Analysis is the most important part to online arbitrage. 


You want to avoid making ‘bad buys’ as much as possible!


They KILL your profit! 
Luckily for you…


 I’ll show you EXACTLY how to 
avoid bad buys! 
Now remember…


When analyzing a deal, you ALWAYS have to do your 
own due diligence, but there’s a few tools that can help 
you along the way!
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A FREE piece of analysis 
software that is a must have 
ESSENTIAL tool is the Keepa 

Chrome extension 
It puts all historical sales data, list price, number of sellers 
and much more all in as easy to analyze chart.


Don’t worry, at first, it looks complicated.  

But it’s really not.  

It’s really easy when you get used to it and enables you to 
attempt to PREDICT how FAST the product will sell in 
the future and for what price (if at all)! 
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DO NOT WORRY IF KEEPA SEEMS 
COMPLICATED AT FIRST 

 
Not everybody gets it right away! And get this…  

There’s a way to get 
AUTOMATED Keepa Analysis 
(including all of the important 

data)! 
I’ll talk about that in a second…


First, let me give you some basics about Keepa to look out 
for.


The purple line is NEW seller PRICE.  

If the line spikes in the last few days and that is why there is 
an OA ‘DEAL’ then RUN!
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It’s a PRICE SPIKE TRAP! 

A HIGH price spike can be a BAD sign for us and may well 
lead to a bad buy in MOST cases!


If the price comes DOWN over time and there is STILL 
profit in the deal at the latest lower price, that can be a 
GOOD sign!


The green squiggly line is BSR or best seller rank. 

A REALLY squiggly green line means it’s SELLING a lot! 


The more green squiggles, the faster it’s selling… usually!


What is usually nice to see is a steady purple line (price) 
and a very active, squiggly green line indicating good 
SOLID PRICE over time, with HEALTHY sales (AKA, Ka’ 
CHING! lol)


This would reflect an evergreen product with little risk of 
price deflation. 
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The orange line means that Amazon are on the listing 
…but don’t let that put you off, they often ‘share the buy 
box’ and you’ll still usually get sales! 


And there are strategies to knock Amazon out of their OWN 
buy box if you need to (more on that another time!)
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You’ll want to understand Keepa in 
more depth, but you’ll find you can 
read the Keepa graph as quick as a 
flash after a bit of practice!


Scared of squiggly 
lines and ‘keepa’ 

charts OR want to 
Fully Automate Your 

Deal Analysis?  

No problem… 
You NEED BUY BOT PRO…


In fact, even if you DO understand 
Keepa and you DO understand how 
to analyze a product, you STILL 
need Buy Bot Pro!



BuyBotPro is an ESSENTIAL 
sourcing and analysis tool for Online 

Arbitrage whether you are a beginner or advanced.


Until BuyBotPro was created the only way to do your due 
diligence was a manual 5-step process which was 
extremely TIME CONSUMING…
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…and carried constant risk of ‘missing something’ obvious 
or not so obvious…


Which led to BAD BUYS, slow or non-moving 
stock, and you LOSING MONEY! 

The only other way to ‘automate’ your OA analysis was to 
hire an employee and attempt to train them up… and then 
TRUST them to make the right decision… but for most 
people this is not a workable solution due to WAGE costs, 
limited capital & red tape!


So, we had Buy Bot Pro built from the ground up to solve 
this problem.


BuyBotPro analyzes every deal 
just like you would, but in ONE 
click… In UNDER 7 seconds! 

It never sleeps, never gets tired, never goes on holiday and 
never needs paying!


You see… 


Using BuyBotPro is like having your own deal analyzer and 
buying assistant - only it’s virtual and not human! 


Only this VIRTUAL Buy Bot isn’t like just ANY human…
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It’s like having a REALLY experienced Online Arbitrager and 
talented employee working for you… 24/7, 365 days a year 
without having to manage them or pay them! 


You see, BuyBotPro uses an advanced intelligent 
algorithm that takes into account EVERYTHING 
about the deal! 

BuyBotPro checks sales history, competition, ROI and 
profit, eligibility to sell, Hazmat, break even point, VAT 
calculations, brand restrictions, giving you a suggested 
purchase quantity and a final BuyBotPro score and much 
much more!


In its most simplest form, it works like a traffic light system, 
if you see RED then AVOID buying…


…and if you see green then go ahead and BUY (once you 
have satisfied yourself the deal is a good one!). 


You should never rely entirely on ANY software where your 
hard earned money is concerned BUT, 


BuyBotPro is like a seasoned veterans second pair of eyes 
checking over deals and instantly alerting you to potential 
winners and losers. 


BuyBotPro is that good I would 
NOT want to do Online Arbitrage 

without it! 
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STEP THREE: 
PREPPING 

The last step before you start 
selling on Amazon is 
PREPPING!


When you order products to sell 
on Amazon they have to be 
‘prepped’ before they can be 
sent into Amazon’s warehouse. 


Unfortunately, Amazon won’t do 
this for you and won’t accept 
anything that isn’t properly 
prepped. 


Luckily, prepping is kind of easy 
(if a little boring lol)… BUT it can 

be 100% automated! 
You can prep yourself at home if you like. 


Once you’ve purchased your deals, Amazon will let you 
know what is required for each product.  
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You will need a range of materials to do so. These include 
things such as brown tape, bubble wrap, a laser printer and 
weighing scales. 


For a full list of what you’ll need, and where to buy them, 
click here: https://www.secretwealthproject.com/
onlinearbitragetools. 


Once you have prepped yourself, you’ll set up a shipment 
and your items will be collected and sent into Amazon 
ready to make those sales!


The problem with self-prepping 
is…  

You have to be in to take 
deliveries, you have to open 
boxes, inspect, peel, stick, 
print, weigh, bag up and lots 
of time consuming tasks that 
don’t actually MAKE you 
money.


Yes, prepping is essential but 
you can get somebody else to 
prep for you which is a HUGE 
time saver, space saver and 
just makes SO MUCH 
SENSE!


Whilst you are prepping you 
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could be SOURCING or BUYING more stock… Prepping 
doesn’t make you money!


And if you are interested in 100% AUTOMATION 
and creation of a PASSIVE income stream… 

Then you CANNOT BE 
PREPPING YOURSELF! 

Imagine ordering hundreds worth of stock, then having to 
spend your time stuck inside labelling and placing each 
separate item in it’s own bag.


An easier, stress-free method is to get a prep centre. A prep 
centre is a place that does this all for you, so you don’t 
even have to see or touch the products you sell! EVER!


Our recommended prep center in the UK is Easy Prep UK.


And we recommend Prime Zero Prep in the USA.


Choosing the RIGHT prep center is VERY important, get 
this wrong and it can spell DISASTER for your business… 
Get it RIGHT and you’ll have headache free fully automated 
handling of the products… It’s AMAZING!


When using a prep center to 
automate your business… 
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You simply source and analyze products the same way! 


however the only difference is when you purchase a 
product, instead of placing your home address you’ll enter 
the address your prep centre gave you!


That’s it, SUPER simple!  
They’ll do the prepping for you AND send your products 
into Amazon. SUPER QUICK, SUPER EASY! 

Using my techniques you can start with very little 
money, run it from anywhere in the world as long as 
you have access to the internet and it can be done in 
your spare time around your other commitments like 
work or kids…


Or you can outsource 99% of it and let other people 
build your business FOR you!


Watch your email inbox over the next few 
days


I’m going to send some VERY 
IMPORTANT emails with 

information YOU MUST KNOW 
to make this business a success  
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…and to help you generate a GROWING and 
PASSIVE income selling on Amazon!


IMPORTANT: Make sure you 
WHITELIST our email address 

…from the email we just sent you now so 
you don’t miss the most important emails! 

(if you can’t find it, check your junk/spam/
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promotions folder and drag it out of your 
junk/spam/promotions folder into your inbox 
- this will trying your email provider to know 

that you want to see our emails!


Also add yourself to the FREE Secret 
Wealth Project Facebook group by clicking 

here
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